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1 Ia tàk ptpeq we extead B«k«»*to»'« ICMÍI iot tkc ^ ' B Í W F vah*-
tio* oi tkc U*ck kok eveat kohzo* dvc to Ike ibcorptio* oi «• extebded
(Htwicil) partide to tke <kSiitcf UBÍVCOC Tkete clmical «qaattow u«
tkt b«li foc tke WKBJncBt bu«d oa cotrespo»dc»ct priacipk: toe Ux^c
cmergjo the riaãtical aad q«&Btuni ICMÜU u e k» corrcspoadcace witk eack
otkct. Tkc o«tcoB»c oi iki* re**ooiBf could moi be more ínutfoJ: it kad»
to Ifce q a f t i n t k » of ik< evcot korizo* uea (cilker B.H. or cuuooloft-
d l ) ia saiu of PUack's leaf Ik squue. Coueq»e»cts &rc

event honxon», black hole», quantum gravity, quantum cot-
melon.



1 Introduction
Since the «ducat of Quantum Theory and General Relativity, formulating a.
quantum theory íbr self-gravitating system* ha* remained one of the most chal-
lenging problems in Theoretic»! Physics owing to their apparent incompatibility.
Fortunatly, some light on the connection between these theoriet was shed by
developments in black bole thermodynamics due mainly to Bekensteinl^ and
Hawking!2'3). By now we know that either a black hole or a deSitter space
t ime" has anotiited a gravitational entropy proportional to their total event
horison area — intrinsically a quantum effect. One of the consequences which
emerges from the formalism developed to tackle these systems without running
into the complications arising from the difficulty of quantising the gravitational
field (semidattical gravity^) is that a black hole is. unstable under the emission
of (thermal) particles and, furthermore, this evaporation process is explosive
at its final stages (naked singularity ??). This instability and the cosmological
initial singularity reminds us the hydrogen atom classical instability and leds us
wonder whether the correspondence principle which was so succesful in dealing
with the hydrogen atom cannot be invoked to tackle self-gravitating systems.

According to the correspondence principle, at large energies the outcomes
of quantum theory and classical physics can be put in correspondence with
each other, la the specific situation of the hydrogen atom, Bohr studied the
flsstksl trajectories of the orbilating electron while assuming the existence of
energy levels Quantum theory enters through the back door wben the energy
difference between two levels is equated to the energy of an emitted quantum.
In this paper we shall exactly retrace Bohr's steps for both the Kerr black hole
and the deSitter •pace-time. Our classical equations will consist of the first
law of thermodynamics combined with the equations of motion for classical
pointlike test particles as were considered by Cbristodoulou^. Since we wish
to put our (classical) result in correspondence to quantum one, and quantum
particles are not punctual, we should consider their generalisation for extended
particles'^. We further assume that these self-gravitating systems have some
(discrete) quantum spectrum. This is suggested by statistical physics which tells
us that the Dumber of quantum states of these systems ought to be given by
the exponential of one quarter of their event horizon area. Then, after putting
into correspondence the change of black bole and deSitter energies {ftani-ral)
wben they undergo a transition between contiguous levels to the energy of the
absorbed/emitted quantum, we shall conclude that the both the black bole and
the deSitler event horizon areas are quantized in units Planck's length square.

Tbis paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we deal with the Kerr geom-
etry were lhe maio equations for extended particles have been merely quoted
because they can be found in the literature^ cod, anyway, similar ones will
be derived in connection to deSitter geometry in section 3. In tbe cosmological
situation, instead of dealing with perturbations of DeSitter geometry, following



, we consider ike Kerr-deSilter metric in order to incorporate into tbe
apace time a device whose purpose u to aim quanta with definite energy tad
angular nv>nKW*mn at tbe cosmological botixoo. This fomplifatiffn cornea aa a
consequence of tbe tact tbat ooe cannot place tbe observer (and tbe device) at
an asymptotically lat region where back-reactio» could Ix neglected. In band
of tfcase results and approacbing thae system* with tbe correspondence princi-
pie, w* shall itibilaa in sectioa 4 tbe coonectioo between event hociioas and
quantum gravity.

2 Kerr Black Hole
Tbe Kerr black bole event horizon are» is given by

i*** = 4^+«a), (1)

where r+ > r_ are tbe root* of

a 1 0. (2)

and hi is tbe black bole mass while J — Ma is its angular momentum, both
measured by an observer at infinity. After solving eq(2) for r+ and inserting
the result into (1) we obtain A - A(M,J). Then, after inverting this relation
AÍ — Ai(A,J) and taking its variation we obtain tbe first law of thermodynamics
(or black boles:

6M=^èAkk + ttiJ, (3)

where « and ft are tbe B.H. surface gravity and angular velocity, respectively^);

aod
n

(5)Let us now see what happens when a punctual particle is swallowed by tbe
black bole. The answer is obtained writing down the equations of motion at the
capture point at tbe horizon and solving them for the particle's proper energy

0
| (6)

where 1 is the particle's proper aziniuu) angular momentum, f^ tbe correspond-
ing radial momentum at tbe event horizon and p+ — rj +aa cos3 $. If the space
time is asymptotically flat we may identify tbe variations 6M = E aod 6J = /.
Whenever a particle strikes tbe horizon Ungentially, it. j^. = 0, tbe event



borixoe u a remains vnchagnedTO, as may be inferred inspecting (3) and (6).
Tats process correspond to an adiabatic transformation and, accordingly, A is
to b* regarded at a mechanical adiabatic invariant.

Ac already mentiooed, for the purposes we have in mind, this equation must
be adaptrd to deal with extended parücks. If p and R are the particle's proper
energy and length and if the horizon is once again approached taogentially
(ccater of mac* radial momentum vanishes) then, up to the first order in R «
r+ — r_ (in quantum jargon this would coreapond to a large quantum number
) it can be shown that'1'

(7)

the equality being attained as R —» 0.
This result combined with tbe first law (3) teUs us that even under the

optimal circunstance of tangential capture, for an extended particle the event
botisoa i* uc longer invariant: tbe process m always followed by a minimum
change in the event borison area,

This equation will play a central role in latter discussions and we now proceed
to derive it* cosmological counterpart.

3 deSitter Universe.
In contrast to black boles, in the cosmological context the observer and tbe
particle firing device lay within the event horizon and their back-reaction to
the geometry cannot be neglected. Indeed, they play a pivotal role: if we
were to neglected them the event horizon area would remain strictly constant.
Tbe relevant metric outside the device is not exactly deSitter but rather Ken-

<U7 = /T3E-aA, [odi-(r' +

- A,2- V 3 [dt - asm3 <W*]' + ^(^dr 3 + A ; 1 ^ ) , (9)

where
3 3 3 (10)

(11)

(12)

S = 1 + Aa3. (13)
For convenience tbe cosmologkal constant was replaced A —» 3A. Here it will
be tacitly assumed that the device is tiny in comparison to cosmological scales
in tbe sense that M and o < < A~1 /3 .



Stokes theorem we caa define In* total maa» within toe rnwnoloftkal horâoa
through

/ C*d£ (22)

It is worthwhile to emphasise that Uc £ 14. Rephrasing this equation in term*
of the vectors (* and +• ( •« eq(17)), yiddâ

(23)

where J* is the armily rrK>fn*nt<irn within the TIimviiofifal horiaon

(24)

(In otdez to obtain this identity, ooe bac to recall both EinUin't equation M well
a* Stoke*' theorem). Next ooc expretK* the area dement 4£«* = |^|A^(«Xi|
where N0 i» an outgoing null vector orthofoaal to the surface with normaiiialino
such that NtX* = 1- With the aid of (19) and recalling the fact thai th««uHace
gravity U coottant over the horiioni^ ^ follow* that

L (25)
Jx

Therefore
ldt = -««A + 2Í1J,. (26)

The variation of thi» formula u much more involved but follows the same steps
taken by Bardeen tt. êlL^ for black holes, with the minor difference that
« u —» —Kt since their normalisatioo of A/* is opposite to oura (outgoing rather
then ingoing null generator). The final result is the firtt l*w of Tktrmodftmtct
for ikt dtSttlcr Uuivtru:

= -^-iv4* + nJt, (27)

where

VA|« s I íi^Ç aL». 1*8)
y

Next we focus attention on the trajectories of test particles. The equations
of motion have been derived in the appendix in the following way. Two of
them (^ and (-direction*) a/e obtained by va.ying the metric (9) while the
other two, through Uamiltoo-Jacobi's principle ( which incidentally also leads
to the evaluation of the the 4-tb constant of motion - Carter's invariant^) for
this geometry). Tuen, «till in the appendix, we solve these equations for the



The etymological horizon is given by the largest root of A, = 0, a quartic
equation. The other three root» do not have any physical bearing; two tie inside
the device ( r T + , r + ) which is assumed not to be a collapsed system and the
fourth i* negative (r__).

The cotinological event horizon area u> given by,

(14)

which aXler a trivial integration reads,

In the cosmologual context, writing down the first law u much more involved
than for black holes (eq.(3)) since the lack of an asymptotically flat region
preciuJo rc^artiitig either A/ a* the device tens» or b\I as its corresponding
change. This hardness can be overcome through Smarr's-type formulai'^ and
its vaxiatiou. Firs>t we recall that for any Killing vector the following identity
hold»,

A'J* = -UJÀ'*. (16)
At the event horizon some important quantities can be defined. For instance,
the Killing vector which coincide» with the generators of the horizon H W is,

X' = r + ityV (17)

wbere \' aad y" are, respectively tbe timelike and aiiniutaJ Killing vectors and
fí is the eveut horizon angular velocity:

AUo at the horizon the turface gravity K is defined by:

Xm\> =KcX', (19)

and ba« been evaluated by Mellor and MoW^l

Let <iDé be the 3-volume element in this region. Then by virtue of eq(16)
combined with Einteio's equations we have the identity

- Zf Jt?&* = 2 jw - \*>vr£&. - £ j?&- (2i)
The right hand tide of this equation corresponds to the (positive) matter and
(uegaiive) cotmologicai consiaut energy contributions^'. Thus, with the aid of



a =• A

0 = d

P _ a+y/p - «7
a

[^(r'+.V-alstt2**,,

(30)

(31)

particle's energy £ = -p?t» la wkal follows / = pV« *U««às for the
uvular monmtu d f h i Th fcl l i

«here

•ad

7 = -S-V ( W ) 1 + A,^')1) - E-VVA,A, -
l ^ s i n - ' l + a 2 / 2 ^ . (32)

k u very couveuient to expfeu tbe energy in tettu of dyounicftl parameters at
tbe event bortzoa where A, = 0,

0 ^ (33)

Comparkuoa of ibi» equation with tbe first law (37) tells as tbat, at tor black
Loica, iLc co»niological event borixou remains uncbanged whenever it is striked
UageuliaJly []f — 0) by a punctual particle.

We procceed now to generalize our results for extended particles. Lei us
toftumt tbat tbe particle toucbes ibe boruou witb no radial center of mass
momentum and let Í be tbe particle's 'coordinate radius ', i.e. , rcm = r t + —t.
Fat Utter reference, we display tbe useful identity

£ 1 . (34)

Tbe relation between ( and the panicle'* proper radius R a

« = r* (9rr)l/7dr . (35)

Near tbe borizon

where z — r t + — r and (34) was used. Tbus

ID order to evaluate tbe (extended) particle energy (E + i £ ) wben tbe borizon
is approached Ungentially, we rruut expand (2d)-(31) to iu lowest order in t.



to Üw (act tkat ai «roth-order yj&-mi iiaaiiai for CbriatodoaaMa
path (jf = 0). the low art order corrcctioa «hi be a t1**, u . , of order R, bacar
comctioas ia < arc already of order I I a aad wiM a* acgkttod Tta» the ( l i iar)
comtctioa ia R to the energy •>

when prâae sUads lor derivative* with input to r aad this expressão» ia
to be ewhiated at r = r++. Albeit Icdiow, tbe calcalauoa of i£ m

(»)
f m^

CoawViMagtoXCT) aad (39) «e obtaia

(40)

tb« lack of aa wywifiotkal tat repoa MI ta» deSktor
it ia poaaibk to relate yariitioaa of tpacrtimr paraoietet» to tbe partkfc emexfj
aad aacwlw tiKHitf Trtvrn if we acaociatc tbe cbaacc of tbc
iiif to tbe caergy of tbe particle pawing tbrowfb tbe bornoa. Tkn ia kxwu&y

lrttrH ideaúfyãif: ^

«bere t{x) aUnd* for tbe partkk's proper-eaergy density, a smrariag fiiactioe
accotiatiaf for tbe partkk's finiu size (Cor punctual particles it ia proportioaal
to a delta fuocttoa). Of course,

E + *E = / r(*)» -*X.. (42)

Inserting (41) into (20) yields, as already anticipated

:-£-*£, (43)

Putting all these pieces together (eqs(27)t (40) and (42)) we conclude that, as
for black holes, the passage of an extended particle through tbe coamological
event borizoo is always followed by tbe minimum increase ia iu area

(44)

4 Tbe Correspondence Principle
The connection witb quantum theory emerge» when we assume that tbe systems
we a n cocuioering have some (discrete) specuuro, A s A(n) where n m some

8



atisiciaai aaaaliw aaa^acf *. F M tarce a
Ih* pat ia

= A'(u)êm , n » 1

*'(•) (44)

Ia Ia* aaaatusa bwat, lhe partkki» (qaaata) anape* radia* ia aoi arbitrary, st
aWaidWaftWorderofCosMBtoaakaght T h w f a w w i t t g r £
• ia peaMsaabiy a rosai aal of order oae. Tha», ia kfbt of (•) aad (24)

k» PbackV ka^tà. Unufyiac (4») I» (47) ««
betwtea (nviuüoa aa4 « jua ia* taaory.

•here ( is aa ilegralioa cnatlaat presumably of order

5 Remarks and Speculations

Chrirtodowloa's work W oa the trajectories of tot partidas aaoviag oa black
hok giwuriar telk m that (torn the niechaaical poiat of view the event horaoa ,
area is to be regarded a* aa adiabaiir invariant. Accordiagly, equatioa (41) ia
arxhiag bat the wniclaiiicil Bohr-Soawnerfeid ruk applied to sdf-gravitaliag
ayaiea» with eveat bomoa*. That was the poiat of view adopted by Brktasttia
ia aa earlier coajectare of eveat horisoa quaatàatioa^*^. This bet stroagly
•Hgg»u that C s 1/X

Tk» Mrv b f l >W»t i^* l ini ln riktt i j ^ i l foe two m ••lifcr •KU^cr&viLatiac
a> #^^» ^^••i M a^a^^* waar̂ a r̂ va^a- a»^a^^a>#wap s^^rw^a^a*^^»^** ^™ ŵ w^^^m ^^** ^wwv^^^^ ^^*^w ^^t ̂ w av̂ ^̂ p̂ âv̂ Sk

ayateuM hke a black hok aad a Uaivesse agree exactly, kd» a* to coajectare that
cvraf a*rv*« « m f9»mlú*hn rmk, at fessl «J J*r «j «cawcfewMa/ \

cvaccracé^ *A#»ii U njtdti «i c §enenl pnnciftc ta
The pcxaeat re»«Jt remove» the c lmin l úutability occumaf both ia ftaai

of black bok evaporatioa and ia cosmolo^y «iace these »ytt*a» caaaot
evolve bcyoad their (round Male For a bUck bok, this mean» that the relic
of aa evaporated Mack bok ought to be a mkrotcoptc black bok wboae area
m A(0) as g£, rather thaa a aaked «iogiilariiy. la the counolofical scenario,
•till apeak iag ia a irmirlawiril Uoguage, all physically leasoaabk U si verses
have the property that the event borixoa shrink» a* the iaitial singularity is
approached (aa observer should be abk to see only a tiay region of the Uaivcne



near the singularity). Since the horizon area can never be smaller than. A(0),
quantum mechanically tbe Universe must stabilize at tome radius of the order
of Planck's length.

It is widely believed that tbe Universe started its evolution in a deSitter
phase, which corresponds to the cosmological (classical) ground stale. Compar-
ing the deSitler event horizon area A = 4*A" * to (48) we reach to the conclusion
that tbe cosmological constant should be quantized according to

A

Accordingly, if the Universe was at some very early time in its ground state(n =
0) then, at that tinte, the cosmological had to be very large

AO = 8 » I Í - 1 / - 3 (50)

In a theory where tbe cosmological constant arises dynamically as for field
theory with symmetry breaking mechanism, we speculate that as the Univene
evolves, interactions with matter fields drive the gravitational field to higher ly-
ing levels (gravitational excitations) causing the effective coeniologicaJ constant
to decrease up its present value n « 10120 J

Quantum mechanics te ached us over the years that any spectrum arises as
the solution of some eigenvalue problem - in Schrodinger's formalism it is rep-
resented through a differential equation. Thus, we suspect the event horizon
area quantization rule to be reproduced by a Schrodinger like equation. For the
time being, the best candidate is still tbe Wbeeler-DeWitt equation. Progress in
this direction has been achieved recently and will be reported elsewhere. Last,
but not least, the question of spectral degeneracy. Taking the microcanonical
entropy5 = In n yield* S a In A, the wrong result. This fact tell* us that an ex-
ponentially growing (with u) degeneracy must be associated to each level. This
and other issues can be only addressed by tbe full Quantum Gravity Theory.
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for finanlial support.
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A . Appendix : Trajectories of test particles
in Kerr-deSitter geometry

The equation* of motion for to t particles may be obtained through the varia-

^ = \ (írrr8 + g-ê* + f , , i» + , ^ 1 + 2**1*) (51)

where dot stand* for derivativa with respect to to amne parameter defined over
the trajectory. Note that i and 4 are cidk coordinates and their corresponding
conjugate momenta mutt be conserved:

and

Solving these equation* (or ^ and 1 is a trivial task,

(55)

Substituting (or the metric element* those of the line element (9), yields the
(1st integral) equations of motion in the directions I and 4:

s -V~ = (Ar-V+aa)3-n9A;W

and

H - V ^ = aiAr'ir» + a') - A;»)£+ (A;lsin-'í - a7A;x)l (57)

The other two equations could be obtained similarly. However, since the other
coordinate* are not eidic, following Cart**^, we prefer to search for the fourth
constant of motion (the third is the proper energy). If 5 be the particle's action,
Hamiltoo-Jacobi't equation reads

Or

Since this equation docs not depend on cither I, ̂  or r, the action must be of
the formM

S » - A - Ei +14 + Sr(r) + Sê{0) (59)
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Inserting the inverse matrix elements j " * aa well as the above expression into
(58) and recalling that jv = | £ and P# = $£, yields after tome trivial but
tedious algebra,

C= - A^-jiV + H^V-ir'+)))
V 1 J 5 l ° 2 ) 3 (60)

Owing to the fact that left and right hand sides of these equation are , respec-
tively, functions of r and 9 alone, the equations of motion in these directions are
separable: the separation constant C is Car ter V ^ ' fourth constant of motion
for this geometry. It is also useful to define the quantities'*")

= Atp, (61)

and
= ArPr (52)

which can be expressed uy means of (60) as

6 = (C - i?a7 cos2 B)A, - E2 sin"2 6(1 - a£sin2 0? (63)

and

K^E'ial-Etf + Tttf-iC + S^Ar (64)
A our last step towards obtaining the Energy equation (29) we take the linear
combination 6 A r + HA», which after some ( tedious) algebra gives

[A,(r2 + a3)2 - o2sin3 0Ar] E
3 - 2 [A,(r2 + a2) - Ar] alE +

[a3/2A# - / 2s in- 2 $Ar - ^ ^ E " 2 ^ A, +
- pAZ-\At(p' )2 + Ar (p'f) = 0] (65)

which yields the coefficients a, 0 and 7 displayed in (30)-(32).
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